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Ocean rises are products of variable mantle
composition, temperature and focused melting
Henry J. B. Dick1* and Huaiyang Zhou2*
Ocean ridges, where Earth’s tectonic plates are pulled apart, range from more than 5-km depth in the Arctic to 750m above
sea level in Iceland. This huge relief is generally attributed to mantle plumes underlying mantle hotspots—areas of voluminous
volcanism marked by ocean islands. The plumes are thought to feed the mantle beneath adjacent ocean ridges. This process
results in thickened crust and ridge elevation to form ocean rises. The composition of mid-ocean ridge basalt, a direct function
of mantle composition and temperature, varies systematically along ocean rises, but in a unique way for each di�erent rise.
Here we use thermodynamic calculations of melt-evolution pathways to show that variations in both mantle temperature and
source composition are required to explain the chemical make-up of rise basalts. Thus, lateral gradients in mantle temperature
cannot be uniquely determined from basalt chemistry, and ocean rises can be supported by chemically buoyant mantle or by
robust mantle plumes. Our calculations also indicate that melt is conserved and focused by percolative flow towards the
overlying ridge, progressively interacting with the mantle to shallow depth. We conclude that most mantle melting occurs by
an overlooked mechanism, focused melting, whereas fractional melting is a secondary process that is important largely at
shallow depth.

S ince the pioneering work of Melson and others1–3 it has
been known that systematic along-axis variations in mid-
ocean ridge basalt (MORB)major-element compositions exist.

The full extent of these variations, and consistent explanations
were first provided by Dick et al.4, and Klein and Langmuir5,
who correlated them with proximity to hotspots, residual mantle
composition4 and ridge depth. They attributed these to variations
in degree of mantle melting4,5 and varying source composition4.
MORB has since been widely used as a window into the Earth to
infer variations in mantle temperature and crustal thickness—often
ignoring the importance or even existence of lateral variations in
upper-mantle major-element composition. Gale et al.6 refining the
analysis of Klein and Langmuir5, again dismiss the importance of
varying source composition relative to temperature, and estimate
lateral upper-mantle temperature gradients of up to 200 ◦C. Here
we show that mantle source composition plays a major role
in determining MORB variability, and that estimates of upper-
mantle temperature gradients ignoring varying source composition
represent a maximum at best.

The most widely used MORB indicators are Klein and
Langmuir’s5 Na8.0 and Fe8.0: basalt soda and iron content corrected
for fractionation back to 8.0 wt% MgO (ref. 5). They attribute
increasing Fe8.0 to increasing mantle potential temperature and
depth of melting, and decreasing Na8.0 to increasing degree of
melting and crustal thickness—with near-constant mantle source
composition. Their work has led to wide use of Na8.0 and Fe8.0 as
crustal thickness indicators and for geodynamic interpretation.
There are, however, numerous problems with this approach.
For example, following Klein and Langmuir’s5 interpretation,
Na8.0 at 12◦–16◦N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge predicts crustal
thickness of ∼5 km and ∼2,500-m ridge depth. However, the
ridge is ∼3,800m deep, and mapping and sampling show that
the crust consists of massive partially serpentinized peridotite
intruded by gabbro plugs, with only scattered pillow basalt7. In
addition, the correlation between Na8.0 and depth in the Pacific

is opposite that in the Atlantic and Indian oceans8. Alternatively,
Niu and O’Hara9 interpret varying Na8.0–Fe8.0 as largely due to
changingmantle composition rather than temperature, and Presnall
and Gudfinnsson10 suggest that MORB is extracted at relatively
constant temperature and pressure on the basis of experimental
phase relations.

MORBmajor-element variations over rises
Ocean rises, ∼28.0% of ocean ridges, are elevated sections that
occur adjacent to mantle hotspots. Hotspots are regions of excess
volcanism and volcanic islands for which plate tectonic theory has
no explanation11. They are believed to be underlain by mantle
plumes rooting below the asthenosphere that feed hot fertile mantle
laterally to the adjacent ridge. This then results in thick crust and
elevated topography along-axis. Recently Zhou andDick12 identified
two classes of ocean rise. Axial rises are characterized by high melt
flux and an axial high, and rifted rises by low melt flux, deep rift
valleys, and abundant peridotite exposures12,13. Crustal thickness, a
proxy for melt flux, varies from thin and discontinuous along the
rifted Marion Rise, to 18.0 km near the Reykjanes Peninsula on the
Icelandic axial rise14. There is no correlation between inferred melt
flux and rise size; Marion and Icelandic rises being roughly equal in
axial cross-section, one longer, and the other shallower. However,
there may be a relationship between magma supply, overall rise
depth and crustal thickness (Fig. 1).

Isotopes have provided the primary constraints on the nature
of rises and hotspots (for example, refs 15–17). Rises, for example,
generally have a depleted-MORB (ref. 18) baseline distal Sr-
isotopic composition of 0.7026 (Fig. 1), while their proximal
sections have unique enriched isotopic characters reflecting varying
mantle source composition19. Although isotopes ‘fingerprint’mantle
sources, they are not as useful at telling how much mass and heat
are involved. Major elements provide this. Mantle melting cannot
vary much without consuming a lot of heat and moving a lot
of mass. This provides a unique perspective on the origin and
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Figure 1 | Na8.0, Fe8.0, 8.07Sr/8.06Sr and depth along axis projected onto longitude or latitude for four major ocean rises. Depths and widths are all to
scale. Data are from PetDB (http://www.earthchem.org/petdb) and Standish48. Ridge depths are from GeoMapApp (http://www.geomapapp.org).
Dashed line shows the systematic ocean-rise global trend of Fe8.0, Na8.0 and rise height. Approximate spreading rate for each rise is indicated by s.r.

evolution of ocean rises; the major physiographic manifestations of
‘plume’–ridge interaction and the nature of the Earth’s uppermantle.

Na8.0 and Fe8.0 correlations with ocean rise depth exist; however,
they are often quite different from the global ocean-ridge trend of
negatively correlated Na8.0 and Fe8.0, and were generally excluded
by Klein and Langmuir5. We believe rise trends are a fundamental
manifestation of lateral major-element source heterogeneity. A nec-
essary corollary of themantle-plumehypothesis is the incorporation
of large volumes of residual mantle into the asthenosphere, which
can then become a regional MORB source. Similarly, delaminated
lithosphere is compositionally buoyant and probably incorporated
into the shallow asthenosphere during continental breakup. It is
fundamentally illogical to find large along-axis variations in isotopic
composition and not expect similar variations in bulk chemistry of
themantle.We find three scales of ocean-rise basalt variability: local,
regional and global, which we address below.

Local trends20 occur at the ridge-segment scale and are
orthogonal to the Klein and Langmuir5 ocean-ridge global trend,
with individual basalt compositions defining linear arrays of
positively correlated Na8.0 and Fe8.0 (ref. 20; Fig. 2). These have
been explained as being due to melt extraction from different
parts of the underlying melting column20, to high pressure
fractional crystallization21, or to the decompressionmelting reaction
(Pyroxene+MeltA⇒Olivine+MeltB; ref. 22).

Regional trends (Fig. 1), as defined here, occur at the scale of
a rise. Along the Azores Rise, depth, Na8.0 and Fe8.0 follow Klein
and Langmuir’s5 ocean-ridge global trend, predicting higher mantle
potential temperature and thicker crust near the hotspot. At the
Galapagos Rise Na8.0 and Fe8.0 correlate inversely, predicting the
thinnest crust, shallowest melting, and lowest mantle temperature
close to the hotspot opposite the predictions of Klein and Langmuir
(ref. 5). On the Marion and Icelandic rises Fe8.0 correlates poorly

with little or no change, except adjacent the 204-kmoffset JanMayen
Transform north of Iceland, where old lithosphere is juxtaposed
against the ridge. Although there is little Na8.0 variation over the
Icelandic Rise, its strong depression over the Marion Rise would,
following Klein and Langmuir5, require higher degrees of melting,
but at near-constant melting depth, even though the crust is thin or
missing over large sections12.

The ocean-rise global trend consists of a systematic variation
from one rise to another in overall basalt composition (Figs 1 and 2),
with a large shift in average Na8.0 from ∼3% to 1.8% and Fe8.0 from
9% to 11%, corresponding to low and high magma budgets and
increasing rise height. If this holds for other rises, it is a new trend
that mimics the Klein and Langmuir5 ocean-ridge global trend and
probably has a related origin reflecting systematic changes inmantle
temperature and composition. This is partially obscured in Fig. 2
as all data are plotted rather than averages. Although the depths of
the ocean rises overlap from 1,500 to 3,000m, their Na8.0–Fe8.0 fields
differ significantlywith virtually no overlap between theMarion and
Reykjanes rises, with rifted rises having higher Na8.0 at a given Fe8.0.
Thus, Na8.0 cannot be used to predict ridge depth over at least a
quarter of the ocean-ridge system.

Despite many apparent inconsistencies, Na8.0–Fe8.0 correlations
over ocean rises convey significant information on the uppermantle
and MORB generation. The question is why are the Na8.0–Fe8.0 rise
trends so variable, and what controls them? Although the sodium
content of mantle melts will systematically decrease with melting
owing to dilution of an incompatible element, this is not the case for
Fe8.0. The behaviour of Fe8.0 is explained by Klein and Langmuir5 as
being due to the expansion of the olivine phase field with decreasing
pressure, which progressively reduces melt MgO and FeO (for
example, ref. 23). As a melt percolating through the mantle would
progressively equilibrate with it as it rose, thus eliminating any
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Figure 2 | Na8.0 and Fe8.0 plots for ocean rises. a, Marion Rise. b, Bouvet Rise. c, Azores Rise. d, Galapagos Rise. e, Reykjanes Rise. The last rise is the
southern limb of the Icelandic Rise. Data sources as in Fig. 1. Yellow field represents the data for all 5 rises, excluding outliers, for comparison with the data
for individual rises. Data symbols are coloured by ridge segment to highlight orthogonal local trends20 that crosscut Klein and Langmuir’s5 ocean-ridge
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pressure signal, Klein and Langmuir5 appeal instead to averaging a
series of melts from different depths, and creating a polybaric mix
(pooledmelt). Hence, the higher the Fe8.0, the deepermelting begins,
and the larger the volume of melt produced.

There are serious problems with both the Klein and Langmuir5
and more traditional models based on simple phase relations that

define specific depths of melt segregation (for example, ref. 24).
These ignore abundant evidence in ophiolite and abyssal peridotites
that magmas are highly reactive with the mantle up to the
base of the crust, and therefore at least partially re-equilibrate
with it, particularly with respect to Mg and Fe. Melt transport
conduits are represented by dunites that formed by reaction between
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the ascending melts and host mantle (for example, refs 25–28).
Although there is strong evidence that the conduit melts are often
not in equilibrium with shallow mantle26, they form by dissolution
and replacement of in situ pyroxene by olivine in the host peridotite.
Moreover, olivine composition in the dunites and host peridotite is
typically nearly identical: direct evidence that melts migrating up
through the mantle interact with it even when focused to narrow
channels. Thus, it is physically unrealistic to assume melts from
different depths pool without their interacting and re-equilibrating
with the mantle. Therefore, if Fe8.0 is related to depth of melting, it
is due to another mechanism.

Thermodynamic modelling of MORB and peridotite genesis
Asimow29 earliermodelledNa8.0–Fe8.0 to explain the global and local
ridge trends using MELTS (ref. 30), a thermodynamic potential-
energy-minimization modelling program for calculating igneous
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equation (1), at each step the solid–liquid equilibrium is calculated, then 5%
of the solid is removed and a new bulk composition calculated to begin the
next step with 100% liquid retention. Transit e�ects through the
lithosphere are not included in the model. Equations for fractional and
equilibrium batch melting are shown in the inset for comparison.

phase equilibria30. The program is constrained by the limitations
of available experimental data, but is useful for examining how
changing parameters (P , T , fO2 and so on) can affect magmatic
systems. Asimow replicates the global-ridge Na8.0–Fe8.0 trend with
fractional melting starting at a range of potential temperatures,
and then aggregates the polybaric fractions along a batch-melting
trend (Fig. 3a). However, this does not account for the fact that
residual peridotites reflect fractional, not batch melting31, and that
the individual fractional trends emulate the orthogonal local trends
only in their positive slope. These fractional paths cross ridge
local trends at steep angles, becoming steeper with decreasing
pressure. Moreover, the model fails to explain how the local
trends are preserved after aggregation and mixing to produce the
global-ridge trends.

The Asimow model is instructive, and presents the first
internally thermodynamically self-consistentmelt model forMORB
major-element compositions. Building on Asimow’s model, we
formulate a somewhat different one that also attempts an internally
thermodynamically consistent basis for Na8.0–Fe8.0 (Fig. 3b).
Considering the idealized two-dimensional triangular melting
regime beneath an ocean ridge, a good deal of mantle rock is
removed from the melting column as the mantle rises up to the
base of the crust; consistent with the evidence for focused flow
of melt in the shallow mantle beneath ocean ridges (refs 32–34).
Thus, models for MORB genesis must take this into consideration.
This has been done for trace elements35, and by Asimow and
Stolper36 for phase proportions in mantle residues, and here we do
so for major-element compositions of melt and mineral residues.
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As iron is preferentially partitioned into the melt as it migrates up
by reactive porous flow through an increasingly narrower melting
zone the FeO content of the system must increase, even as the
Mg×100/(Mg+ Fe) is constrained by re-equilibration with the
enclosing mantle. This is a major difference relative to simple batch
or fractional melting models. Accordingly, the deeper the melting,
the greater the Fe8.0 of the final melt consistent with Klein and
Langmuir’s5 original interpretation.

We computed melt-evolution paths for a focused-melting model
using pMELTS, which is better calibrated for polybaric calculations
than MELTS (ref. 37). For each path we started at a depth below the
solidus for the potential temperature and bulk composition chosen,
and arbitrarily stopped melting at 10 kbar. There is considerable
debate over mantle source compositions, and to avoid this
controversywe used theDMM1 (ref. 38) andMM3 (ref. 39) depleted
and fertile compositions of the Stolper group. To approximate
the mantle adiabat we used 5 ◦Ckbar−1 following McKenzie and
Bickle40. The computations were run by decompressing the bulk
composition at one potential temperature until the melting point
was reached, and then by melting at 0.5-kbar increments, at the end
of each increment, we removed 5% of the solid residue, recalculated
the bulk composition and then proceeded with the next step until
we reached 10 kbar (Fig. 4).

Percentage of melting as conventionally used has little meaning
here, unless you integrate melting over the entire melting column
as done by Asimow and Langmuir41 as there is no single mantle
composition producing MORB in a triangular melting regime:
rather mantle melting integrates melts derived from melting
different degrees across a large mantle volume. Instead we plot two
variables: melt–rock ratio, and remaining asthenospheric residue
(Fig. 5). The former represents the amount of melt that passes

through the mantle, and the latter gives the remaining percentage
of the original mantle that crossed the solidus at the base of the
mantle melting column at any step in the calculation. Although
our calculation gives the proportions of melt and solid at each
step, the melt proportion can be taken as the flux of melt through
the section as mathematically one is equivalent to the other36. The
absolute value of either parameter depends on the particular oxygen
fugacity chosen, how it is controlled throughout the calculation,
and the assumptions about how P and T vary with depth; however,
the overall relationships shown remain robust over a wide range
of conditions.

The e�ects of mantle temperature and composition
The results of our pMELTS calculations show that increasing
initial potential temperature and a less fertile source composition
both efficiently shift melt composition in the general direction
of the Na8.0–Fe8.0 global-ridge trend for Fig. 3. However, unlike
pooled melt models, the paths calculated for focusedmelting flatten
downward at lower sodium, and where the degree of depletion is
sufficient, align parallel to the basalt local trends. This provides a
partial explanation for MORB local trends: that they represent local
polybaricmelt segregation into dunitemelt transport conduits in the
shallow mantle consistent with the hypothesis of Niu and Batiza42.

pMELTS, although an improved version of MELTS, does not
faithfully reproduce natural systems. In particular MgO contents in
the calculated liquids are consistently 1–4% higher than expected
based on olivine-melt partition coefficients, giving unrealistic values
for Mg/(Mg+Fe). However, the model does explain several key
aspects of MORB and mantle, which seems consistent with focused
melting by reactive-percolative flow as a major component of the
melt generation process.
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Figure 3 shows that focused melting is required to realistically

explain MORB major-element compositions, particularly the
variations in Fe8.0. Thus, fractional melting, required to explain the
highly depleted trace-element composition of abyssal peridotites35
probably occurs largely at shallow depths43, as our model suggests,
rather than dominating melt generation throughout the melting
column. This is consistent with field observations that dunite melt
transport channels ubiquitously crosscut shallow mantle mineral
fabrics and late-formed layering (for example, refs 44–46), which
is also consistent with theoretical calculations that show formation
of dunite is difficult below 8 kbar (ref. 36). Nothing in our model,
however, precludes polybaric melt segregation of individual batches
of melt, which indeed may be required to explain the full isotopic
and trace-element composition of MORB.

The varyingNa8.0–Fe8.0 trends for ocean rises are easier to explain
once source variation is included in the model. For example, the
relatively short Galapagos and Icelandic orthogonal trends, higher
Fe8.0 and lower Na8.0 (Fig. 2) indicate thinner lithosphere, and
highermantle potential temperatures, and thicker crust at axial rises
than at the rifted rises. Decreasing Fe8.0 and increasing Na8.0 up
the Galapagos Rise, however, imply a very different mantle source
composition from Iceland, andprobably a smaller increase inmantle
temperatures with a more fertile source up the rise. The decreasing
Na8.0 up the Marion and Azores rifted rises, on the other hand,
with geologic evidence for thin or missing crust up the former,
and relatively thin crust up the latter12, argue for an increasingly
depleted mantle sources, although less so at the Azores, which
with thicker crust and higher overall Fe8.0, suggests higher baseline
mantle temperatures.

The varying Na8.0–Fe8.0 trends for different ocean rises can be
explained once source variation is included in the model. Thus, the
anomalous high Na8.0 at the Galapagos Rise crest can be explained
by a source rich in low-melting components. This does not require
a more fertile source; rather it could be an extremely depleted
residue of an earlier melting event, for example, in an arc-mantle
wedge, that is riddled with enriched veins recycled back to the
asthenosphere. The flat Fe8.0 over many ocean rises can reflect
relatively constant potential temperature, particularly if the effects
of water are included (for example, ref. 47), while the varying
Na8.0 reflects an increasingly depleted source up the rise as for the
Marion Rise12. At Bouvet and the Azores Na8.0–Fe8.0 orthogonal
trends extend to lower values than other rises. This can be explained
by melting to shallower depth, or more extensive late-stage melt–
rock reaction in a thicker lithosphere.

A ‘new’ endmember for mantle melting
Focused melting has generally been overlooked as a ‘classic’
endmember for melt generation. The significant differences are
outlined in the equations in Fig. 4: focused melting represents
conservation of melt, with continuous extraction of rock mass
(equation (1)), fractional melting represents conserving rock mass
with continuous extraction of melt (equation (2)), equilibrium
batch melting occurs in a closed melt–rock system (equation (3)).
Many variants of these models can be made, and none of these
endmembers can represent the entire melt generation process
without modification. The degree to which any one endmember
controls the melting process probably depends on where in the
melting/melt extraction column the observer looks. However, it is
clear that focused melting by percolative flow as an endmember
provides a thermodynamically consistent explanation for the
variations in Na8.0–Fe8.0 along ocean ridges, and that initial mantle
composition is as important as temperature in the generation
of MORB. As the systematic variation in Fe8.0 seems to be best
explained by the percolative focused-flow model, this suggests
in turn that most melts form in this manner, with fractional
melting as a secondary process that becomes important at

shallow depth, where melts segregate near the top of the mantle
melting column.
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